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QUESTION 1

You are managing a SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) instance in native mode. A system role named Developer
Support is present on the server. 

Members of the Developer Support role cannot modify the report execution timeout period. 

You need to enable members of the Developer Support role to modify the report execution timeout period. 

Which task should you add to the Developer Support role? 

A. Manage report server properties 

B. Manage shared schedules 

C. Execute report definitions 

D. Manage jobs 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) multidimensional project that is configured to source data
from a Microsoft Azure SQL Database database. The cube is processed each night at midnight. 

The largest partition in the cube takes 12 hours to process, and users are unable to access the cube until noon. The
partition must be available for querying as soon as possible after processing commences. 

You need to ensure that the partition is available for querying as soon as possible, without using source data to satisfy
the query. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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* Processing mode has two possible options. 

Regular. This is the default setting. When set to regular, partitions will be available to users after data has been loaded
and aggregations are created completely. 

Lazy Aggregations. When set to lazy aggregations, partitions will be available to user queries immediately after data has
been loaded. Aggregations will be created as a separate background process while users start to query the partition. 

* Lazy processing performs the task of building indexes and aggregations for dimensions and measure group partitions
at a lower priority to reduce foreground processing time and to allow users to query the cube sooner. For lazy
processing to occur, you must switch the ProcessingMode = LazyAggregations of your measure group partitions; by
default this value is Regular (lazy processing is turned off). When processing a dimension with flexible aggregations
such as parent-child or virtual dimension by using the processing enumeration of ProcessUpdate (such as to take into
account of member name or hierarchy changes), lazy processing is initiated to ensure that the aggregations are rebuilt
on the associated measure group partitions. 

* Configure Lazy Processing for the cube, measure group, or partition. If you configure Lazy Processing, the dropped
aggregations are recalculated as a background task. While the flexible aggregations are being recalculated, users can
continue to query the cube (without the benefit of the flexible aggregations). While the flexible aggregations are being
recalculated, queries that would benefit from the flexible aggregations run slower because Analysis Services resolves
these queries by scanning the fact data and then summarizing the data at query time. As the flexible aggregations are
recalculated, they become available incrementally on a partition-by-partition basis. For a given cube, Lazy Processing is
not enabled by default. You can configure it for a cube, measure group, or partition by changing the ProcessingMode
property from Regular to LazyAggregations. To manage Lazy Processing, there are a series of server properties such
as the LazyProcessing \ MaxObjectsInParallel setting, which controls the number of objects that can be lazy processed
at a given time. By default it is set to 2. By increasing this number, you increase the number of objects processed in
parallel; however, this also impacts query performance and should therefore be handled with care. 

* Incorrect: With Bring Online Immediately enabled, during cache refresh all queries are directed to the relational source
database to retrieve the latest data for end users. While this provides users with refreshed data, it can also result in
reduced query performance given that Analysis Services needs to redirect queries to the relational source database. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are developing a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) multidimensional project. 

A fact table is related to a dimension table named DimScenario by a column named ScenarioKey. 

The dimension table contains three rows for the following scenarios: 
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Actual Budget Q1 Budget Q3 

You need to create a dimension to allow users to view and compare data by scenario. 

What should you do? 

A. Use role playing dimensions. 

B. Use the Business Intelligence Wizard to define dimension intelligence. 

C. Add a measure that uses the Count aggregate function to an existing measure group. 

D. Add a measure that uses the DistinctCount aggregate function to an existing measure group. 

E. Add a measure group that has one measure that uses the DistinctCount aggregate function. 

F. Add a calculated measure based on an expression that counts members filtered by the Exists and NonEmpty
functions. 

G. Add a hidden measure that uses the Sum aggregate function. Add a calculated measure aggregating the measure
along the time dimension. 

H. Create several dimensions. Add each dimension to the cube. 

I. Create a dimension. Then add a cube dimension and link it several times to the measure group. 

J. Create a dimension. Create regular relationships between the cube dimension and the measure group. Configure the
relationships to use different dimension attributes. 

K. Create a dimension with one attribute hierarchy. Set the IsAggregatable property to False and then set the
DefaultMember property. Use a regular relationship between the dimension and measure group. 

L. Create a dimension with one attribute hierarchy. Set the IsAggregatable property to False and then set the
DefaultMember property. Use a many-to-many relationship to link the dimension to the measure group. 

M. Create a dimension with one attribute hierarchy. Set the IsAggregatable property to False and then set the
DefaultMember property. Use a many-to-many relationship to link the dimension to the measure group. 

N. Create a dimension with one attribute hierarchy. Set the ValueColumn property, set the IsAggregatable property to
False, and then set the DefaultMember property. Configure the cube dimension so that it does not have a relationship
with the measure group. Add a calculated measure that uses the MemberValue attribute property. 

O. Create a new named calculation in the data source view to calculate a rolling sum. Add a measure that uses the Max
aggregate function based on the named calculation. 

Correct Answer: K 

 

QUESTION 4

You create a materialized reference dimension between a dimension named Regions and a measure group named
Orders. 

You use a table named Customers as a bridge as shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) 
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You need to ensure that data is updated to reflect any changes in the relationship. The solution must NOT require that
the entire cube be reprocessed. What should you reprocess? 

A. The Sales partition 

B. The Regions dimension 

C. The Customers dimension 

D. The Orders partition 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) multidimensional project. The project file includes two
cubes named Finance and Operations. The project also includes a dimension named Date. The Date dimension
includes two 

hierarchies named Fiscal and Calendar. The Date dimension has been added to both cubes. 

You need to disable the Fiscal hierarchy in the Operations cube without impacting other database objects. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Note: 

* The value of the AttributeHierarchyEnabled property determines whether an attribute hierarchy is created. If this
property is set toFalse, the attribute hierarchy is not created and the attribute cannot be used as a level in a user
hierarchy; the attribute hierarchy exists as a member property only. However, a disabled attribute hierarchy can still be
used to order the members of another attribute. If the value of the AttributeHierarchyEnabled property is set toTrue, the
value of the AttributeHierarchyVisible property determines whether the attribute hierarchy is visible independent of its
use in a user-defined hierarchy. 

* To set the attribute hierarchy properties in the Employee dimension 

1. Switch to Dimension Designer for the Employee dimension, and then click the Browser tab. 
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2. Verify that the following attribute hierarchies appear in the Hierarchy list: Base Rate Birth Date Login IDManager
SSNSSN 

3. Switch to the Dimension Structure tab, and then select the following attributes in the Attributes pane, by using the
CTRL key to select multiple attributes at the same time: Base Rate Birth Date Login IDManager SSNSSN 

4. In the Properties window, set the value of the AttributeHierarchyEnabled property to False for the selected attributes. 

Etc. 

Reference: Hiding and Disabling Attribute Hierarchies 
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